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ABSTRACT-The structure of the hydrogen-air counterflow diffusion flame is investigated by Damkohler
number asympto!ics. Attention is restricted to f10wfield strain times smaller than dissociation times but larger 
than the characteristic chemical time of three-body recombination reactions, thereby placing the system on the 
upper, vigorously burning branch of the characteristic S-curve of peak 'temperature as a function of strain 
time without equilibrium broadening. Under these conditions, it is shown that the reactants can coexist only 
within a thin reaction zone separating two radical-free equilibrium regions, First, the equations for the 
counterflow mixing layer in the two outer 'equilibrium regions are solved in the classical Burke-Schumann limit 
by the introduction of appropriate conserved scalars that account for variable transport coefficients and 
variable Schmidt numbers, different for different species. Then, the reaction zone is investigated with scaling 
that identifies the relevant reduced Damkohler number. While the solutions in the outer zones are peculiar to 
the counterfiow configuration because of their convective-diffusive character, the reaclive-difi'usive nature of 
the reaction zone at leading order enables its structure in transformed coordinates to be expressed 
independently of the geometrical configuration. Matching the solutions from the inner reaction region with 
those from the outer equilibrium regions yields the first-order asymptotic solution to the problem, which 
compares favorably with results obtained by numerical integration of the full conservation equa.tions with 
detailed chemistry and transport descriptions. In particular, the reason that the maximum radical concentra
tion and temperature deficit vary linearly with the one-third power of the strain rate is explained, 

INTRODUCTION 

The study ofnonpremixed hydrogen-oxygen combustion is offundamental importance 
not only for high-speed propulsion but also because of the relevance of hydrogen
oxygen chemistry to hydrocarbon combustion. Much understanding can be obtained 
by investigating strained laminar flames in steady configurations, such as the counter
flow considered here. This understanding can be applied, for example, to the develop
ment of laminar flamelet models for nonpremixed turbulent combustion. 

Only a few experimental investigations on hydrogen-oxygen diffusion flames are avail" 
able in the literature. These are mainly concerned with the determination of critical condi
tions for extinction (Pellet et al., 1991; Pellet et al., 1992; Balakrishnan et al., 1994) and 
limiting minimum reactant concentrations for the establishment of stable flames (Ishizuka 
and Tsuji~ 1981). Measurements of temperature and reactant profiles are much more 
tedious to perform and are reported only in (Trees et al., 1994). Diluted fuel feed is 
usually required for safety reasons in these laboratory experiments, giving rise to lower 
radical concentrations. Although laser techniques can fruitfully be applied to measur~ 
profiles of concentrations of radicals such as hydroxyl in counterfiow diffusion flames, 
thus far no experimental measurements of minor species profiles have been reported. 



Integration of the full numerical equations in one dimension for the laminar 
counterflow has become a relatively easy task. Several numerical investigations have 
appeared recently (Dixon-Lewis and Missaghi, 1988; Gutheil and Williams, 1990; 
Tangirala etaL, 1991; Treviño and Mauss, 1993; Gutheil et al., 1993; Balakrishnan 
et al, 1995) providing detailed information on various aspects of the flame structure. By 
way of contrast, the number of theoretical analyses is rather limited. Although the 
chemistry of hydrogen is fairly simple, the asymptotic structure of the hydrogen-oxygen 
diffusion flame is less understood than that of hydrocarbons (Treviño and Williams, 
1988; Seshadri and Peters, 1988; Chelliah and Williams, 1990). In addition to its own 
intrinsic interest, the study of this flame and, in particular, its associated radical pool 
structure is relevant in connection with other analytical investigations, an example 
being the ongoing study of emissions of CO and nitrogen oxides in diffusion flames, 
such as (Hewson and Williams, 1994). 

The pioneering analytic work of Clarke and coworkers (Clarke, 1968, 1969; Clarke 
and Moss, 1970; Allison and Clarke, 1980, 1981) supplied a great deal of valuable 
information on different aspects concerning realistic chemistry. However, a detailed 
knowledge of the hydrogen-oxygen kinetic mechanism was not available at the time 
these analyses were performed, drastically limiting the accuracy of the results obtained. 
More recent analytical work includes a one-step asymptotic description of the flame 
derived by introduction of steady-state assumptions for all intermediate species 
(Gutheil and Williams, 1990), an investigation of flame structure with consideration of 
crossover temperature influences (Tangirala et al, 1991), a study of extinction with 
a two-step kinetic scheme (Balakrishnan et al, 1992) and an investigation of different 
combustion regimes by Damkohler-number and activation-energy asymptotics in the 
stagnant mixing layer (Lee and Chung, 1994). Although these analyses have expanded 
our knowledge considerably, a number of open questions concerning the flame 
structure and its variation as the flow time changes still exist. One such question, to be 
answered here, is the reason for the difference in the slope of the curve of the maximum 
H concentration as a function of the strain rate, obtained by asymptotic analysis (Lee 
and Chung, 1994) and by numerical integrations. 

The present investigation is intended to contribute towards the development of 
a consistent asymptotic description of the diffusion flame in hydrogen-oxygen systems. 
Such a description can be useful in studying propagation of triple flames in nonuniform 
mixtures, stability of diffusion flames and nonpremixed turbulent combustion in 
reaction-sheet regimes, for example, with real hydrogen-oxygen chemistry. A distin
guished limit is identified that applies over a wide range of strain conditions on the 
upper branch of the S-curve of maximum temperature as a function of strain time. 
A complete asymptotic description of the flame structure is then carried out for this 
limit, and comparisons with numerical integrations of the full conservation equations 
with detailed chemistry are made. 

FLAME-STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Unlike that of most hydrocarbons, the chemistry corresponding to hydrogen-oxygen 
mixtures is well known (Baulch et. al, 1972; Dixon-Lewis and Williams, 1977; Warnatz, 



1984; Smooke, 1991; Baulch et al, 1992) and only uncertainties in the accuracy of some 
of the reaction-rate parameters remain to be clarified. The chemistry description 
adopted in the numerical calculations is the 21-step mechanism employed in previous 
studies (Gutheil and Williams, 1990; Balakrishnan, 1992; Gutheil etal., 1993; Bala-
krishnan and Williams, 1994; Balakrishnan et al, 1995; Sánchez, 1995) that is shown in 
Table I, where the most recent version of the reaction-rate constants (Balakrishnan and 
Williams, 1994) is also included. Substantial simplifications can be achieved in view of 
previous numerical results (Gutheil and Williams, 1990; Balakrishnan, 1992; Gutheil 
et a/., 1993), which indicate that H 2 0 2 is negligible, as is H 0 2 consumption by reverses 
of three-body recombinations, its concentration being kept small by reactions with 
radicals. Therefore, only 6 reactive species, namely H 2 , 0 2 , H 20, H, O and OH, must be 
considered in determining the flame structure. The chemical-kinetic mechanism then 
reduces to the shuffle reactions 

H - t - 0 2 ¿ O H + 0 , 

H2 + 0 ¿ O H + H, 

H2 + O H ¿ H 2 0 + H 

and OH + O H ¿ H 2 0 + 0 , 

along with the three-body recombination reactions 

H + 0 2 + M H H 0 2 + M, 

H + H + M ^ H 2 + M, 

H + OH + M-£H2O + M 

and O + OH + M H H 0 2 + M, 

while the recombination reactions H + O + M -» OH 4- M and O + O + 
M -• 0 2 + M can always be neglected. Questions concerning concentration profiles 
of H 0 2 and H 2 0 2 can be addressed as perturbations without affecting the present 
analysis or results but will not be considered further here. 

Three different characteristic times can then be identified: a flowfield or strain time 
(the inverse a~* of the air-side strain rate of the approaching streams being one 
appropriate selection for this time) and two chemical times associated with the shuffle 
and recombination reactions, respectively. At very low strain rates the reverse of the 
recombination reactions can no longer be neglected, thereby introducing a fourth 
characteristic time, a dissociation time, giving rise to equilibrium broadening (Clarke, 
1968), but this very low-strain regime is usually inaccessible experimentally and is not 
addressed here. 

The characteristic time associated with the forward reaction 1,-for example, can be 
taken to be {klfCM)~i, where the /c's denote specific reaction-rate constants, and CM is 
the total number of moles per unit volume. The characteristic time corresponding to 
the three-body recombination step 5 can similarly be defined as (/c5/C^) -1 . Typical 
values of the characteristic times evaluated in this way at atmospheric pressure and at 
the normal fuel-air adiabatic flame temperature are 10"*7 and 10 ~4 seconds for shuffle 



and recombination reactions, respectively. This clearly indicates that the shuffle 
reactions are much faster than recombination at high enough temperatures and can be 
assumed to maintain partial equilibrium, as was done previously by Bilger (1980). This 
assumption provides three independent algebraic relationships among the concentra
tions of different reactive species, which are given below in Equations 25-27, and 
results in only three of the four steps 1-4 being linearly independent. 

For strain times larger than the three-body recombination time, radical recombina
tion takes place in a small region, and the mixing layer can then be divided into two 
radical-free outer layers and a thin reaction layer. A key observation is that, because of 
the partial equilibrium of the shuffle reactions, in the absence of radicals the reactants 
cannot coexist, and the Burke-Schumann limit emerges for the description of the outer 
regions; that is, if YH = Y0 = KOH = 0, then the solution to Equations 25-27 yields 
Y,.,2 = 0 or YOj = 0, with Y¡ denoting the mass fraction of species i. This asymptotic 
structure applies when the strain time lies between the dissociation time, typically 
1 second, and the recombination time. As the strain time approaches the latter, the 
size of the pool of radicals grows as a consequence of insufficiently rapid recom
bination, resulting in a significant temperature decrease through the radical energy 
content, thereby causing the partial-equilibrium assumption for the shuffle reactions 
eventually to lose accuracy through the reduced shuffle rates at low temperatures, 
ushering in a regime of flame extinction that has been addressed previously (Chung and 
Williams, 1990; Balakrishnan et al., 1992) but that is not considered here. The present 
analysis thus is focused on the regime in which the strain time lies between the 
dissociation time and the recombination time, the most readily accesible regime 
experimentally. 

The computation of hydrogen-air diffusion flames can be considerably simplified 
if one exploits the presence of the three-layer structure identified above. Solution 
of the convective-diffusive regions in the Burke-Schumann limit provides the basic 
flame structure. Integration of the conservation equations is facilitated by the 
introduction of generalized coupling functions (Liñán and Williams, 1993), which 
are particularly useful when dealing with complex flow fields, where the flame loca
tion must be obtained as part of the solution (Uñan et al., 1994). The solution in 
the outer regions yields in particular the peak values of the temperature and product 
concentration, as well as the gradients of reactant concentrations and temperature at 
the flame. 

Consideration of finite-rate effects requires solution of the inner reactive-diffusive 
region, which gives radical concentrations along with the perturbations to the reactant 
and temperature profiles. While the structure of the outer equilibrium regions depends 
upon the particular flow field considered, that of the inner reaction region is universal 
when expressed in the appropriate transverse coordinate. Therefore, although the 
present study is devoted to the counterflow configuration, the reaction-layer structure 
is common to all hydrogen-air diffusion flames under the strain conditions considered 
here. Correspondingly, the results and equations derived can be applied to simplify the 
calculation of quantities of interest in complex flow fields; once the basic Burke-
Schumann structure is computed, the simple expressions derived below allow us to 
determine, for instance, the maximum H-atom concentration and the temperature 
drop from the Burke-Schumann value for a given strain rate. 



FORMULATION 

A steady, axisymmetric, ideal-gas, counterflow configuration is considered, with 
hydrogen diluted with nitrogen flowing from y — - oo and air from y = oo. Here, x and 
y denote the radial and axial coordinates, while u and v are the radial and axial velocity 
components. Conditions in the in viscid, irrotational outer flows of fuel and oxidizer are 
denoted by the subscripts — oo and oo, respectively, and the outer radial velocity is 
assumed to be proportional to the distance from the axis, i.e., u±O0 = a±ce>x, where 
a± ^ is the strain rate in the outer stream at ±00. For this problem, the conservation 
equations with N different chemical species reduce to the set of ordinary differential 
equations (Kee et al, 1983; Keyes and Smooke, 1987; Smooke et al, 1988) 

Continuity: 

x-Momentum: 

.y-Momentum: 

Species: 

dV 
-~ + 2pU = 0, (1) 
dy 

V^-pU+P-<+Ty{"ly-) (2) 

dy 

V%=~Ty^Y'V<) + W'' (4) 

Energy: 

dT dfdT\ * * dT 
"^-Z^-L^-PE^^- (S) 

In these equations, we have introduced for convenience the functions XJ and V, 
defined as u = Ux and V— pv. The temperature, pressure, density, thermal conductiv
ity, viscosity and specific heat at constant pressure of the mixture are denoted by T, p, p, 
X, /j, and cp = £ f Y{cpii respectively, while V¡, w¡ and cpi are the diffusion velocity, mass 
rate of production and specific heat at constant pressure of species i. Here, h(- hj 4- h\ 
is the enthalpy of species i, with h]-\jacpíáT and h¡ identifying, respectively, its 
thermal enthalpy and its enthalpy of formation at T°, and T° being a fixed, standard 
reference temperature. Equations 1-5 are subject to the boundary conditions 

V = ant V=puv±,Yl=Ytaa,T=Tea asy-*co 

and (6) 

V = a_={P-Jp„)Want V=p_aav^,Yi=Yi_^T=T_(Xi a s j ^ - o o 



and must be supplemented with the ideal gas law 

P-EÍ. (7) 
H R"T 

where R° is the universal gas constant and W= (ZfL i Y¡/Wi)'X i s í h e m e a n molecular 
weight, while W¡ denotes the molecular weight of species i. These equations were 
integrated numerically by discretizing the spatial differential operators on a mesh of 
finite length as described in (Giovangigli and Smooke, 1989). A set of multicomponent 
transport equations for V¡ is employed in the numerical integrations, with transport 
properties obtained from the vectorized version of CHEMKIN (Kee et ai, 1983; 
Giovangigli and Darabiha, 1988), which uses NASA polynomial fits to evaluate the 
thermodynamic and transport data for the multicomponent mixture, with thermal 
diffusion excluded here. Although thermal diffusion is of some importance in the outer 
equilibrium zone on the fuel side for diluted flames with low fuel temperatures 
(Balakrishnan et ai, 1995), for simplicity and consistency in comparisons it is omitted 
here in both the numerical and asymptotic results. 

The conservation equations can be simplified by introducing a nondimensional 
density-weighted coordinate (Williams, 1985), ^=(2aropro/^co)1/2j'£p/p(XJi/j\ and 
a nondimensional stream function F(n), such that U = aCDF'(r]). In the notation 
employed here the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r¡. The .x-momentum, 
species and energy equations reduce to (Sánchez, 1985) 

(CF")'+FF"+U^-F'A = 0, (8) 

-(pYW + FY'^-^ (9) 

and 

i^' + F(hT)'-[yr S KjY't + pZKlYM) = E ^ i , (10) 
\ r r ; = i i = i / ; = i P 

where the nondimensional variables p = p/pm, Vi = [pao/(2aaip00)']
íl2Vi, w¡-

w./^f l^pj , /iT = / i T / ^ and h] = hJ/hT
C0, and the quantities h0¡ = tf/fi^ have been 

introduced for convenience, with hr = £ f hj 7¡ denoting the thermal enthalpy of the 
mixture. Here Pr = ficp/X is the Prandtl number and C = (p¡i)¡(p^ pm) is the Chapman-
Rubesin parameter. The above equations must be supplemented with a set of transport 
equations for the diffusion velocities, given below. The boundary conditions for 
Equations 8, 9 and 10 can be written as F ( + oo) - 1, F(0) = 0, F'(-oo) - a^Ja^ = 
(PJP-JII\ Yi(a3)=Yi00, Yi(-cx>)=Y^KJT(aD) = l^ndhT(-oD) = hlJhl.C° 

SOLUTION IN THE OUTER EQUILIBRIUM REGIONS 

Governing Equations 

In the present regime, the flow can be divided into two outer convective-diffusive zones 
where YQi — 0 and YHi = 0, respectively, and a thin inner layer at r\ = r\T, where the 



overall reaction 2H2 + 0 2 -+2H20 occurs and convection is negligible in the first approxi
mation. In the outer regions only four species are present (three in each), namely, 0 2 , 
H2, H 2 0 and nitrogen, and the conservation Equations 9 and 10 can be written as 

-ipynSHj + FYH^-^ 0 D 

~(pY0J0J + F Y ' 0 ^ - ^ , (12) 

H p U U + f ^ o - ^ ^ (13) 

and 

~ C r. 

Yr^r + F(FY-(ÍÍ hjY', + p i h]YtVt] = iV° + l)^o3ht (14) 
AM 

where v0 = 8 is the mass of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel, and wHi is identically 
zero everywhere except at n - rjF, where it is infinitely large. This infinitely large 
reaction rate results in discontinuities in the gradients oí temperature and species 
concentrations at the flame, where T and Ylho reach their peak values TBS and Y™0, 
respectively. Equations 8 and 11-14 must be integrated simultaneously subject to 
the boundary conditions F{ + oo)=l , F(0) = 0, F'{-co) = a_Jao0 = (pco/P-Jl'\ 
r H j M = o . ^ ( - o o ) = yH2_^, y0a(oo) = y0aa)J yO2(~<x>)=0, y„3O(*>) = 0, 
YHiO(~co) = 0, E'T{co)= 1 and hT{ — oo) = hZ^/h^ to find the solution in the outer 
layers. In particular, integration provides the values of T"BS and Yf^0 as well as the rate 
of fuel supply, {YHJtr, and the rate of heat loss towards the air side, T't¡r, which are 
necessary for matching as shown below. 

Useful Transformations and Simplifications 

The integration can be facilitated considerably by the introduction of a set of 
simplifying assumptions for the flowfield and transport descriptions. In particular, 
since under all conditions the concentration of water vapor is significantly smaller than 
that of nitrogen everywhere, the transport of reactants is well described by Fick's law, 
with nondimensional diffusion velocities given in this formulation by {Sánchez, 1995) 

PW^-CY'JS,. (15) 

In this equation S¡ — p/(pD¡) is the nondimensional Schmidt number for species pair 
i and N2, with D¡, independent of the mixture composition, being the binary diffusion 
coefficient corresponding to this species pair. The Chapman-Rubesin parameter C, and 
the nondimensional transport numbers Pr and ^depend weakly on temperature, while 
the mean-molecular-weight W variations StjcW~1/2 and Ccc W2'2 are significant in 
these flames and must be taken into account if accurate results are to be obtained. In the 
first approximation one can neglect the presence of H 2 0 and evaluate the viscosity and 
density as those of a binary mixture of H2 and N2 on the fuel side and of 0 2 and N2 on 
the air side, so that Equations 8} 11,12 and 14 become independent of YHiQ and can be 



integrated separately. An additional simplification results from neglecting the differen
tial diffusion terms in the energy equation, i.e., the third term in Equation 14. This term 
is identically zero when the specific heat at constant pressure is the same for all the 
species present in the mixture and also when the diffusivities of all species are equal to 
the thermal diffusivity. Since these two conditions are closely satisfied for most fuels, 
this simplification is widely employed. The error introduced by neglecting this term 
when hydrogen is present was evaluated by Chung and Williams (1990) and found to be 
relatively small, thereby justifying the adoption of this simplifying assumption. The 
reactant and energy conservation equations then become 

(£ra?j + FrH, — **, (i6) 

(£Y°-) + FY'°---Vjj!i- (17) 

and 

y^r ' + f(ry.C- + 1)^V (18) 
p 

Because of the Dirac-delta character that is associated with the reaction terms in the 
range of strain conditions considered here, the slopes of the profiles Y¡ and hT exhibit 
discontinuities at the flame. A convenient way to handle these discontinuities is to 
introduce generalized coupling functions (Liñán and Williams, 1993) Z and H, defined 
below, that account for the different species and thermal diffusivities. The chemistry-
free governing equations for these generalized coupling functions are obtained by 
linear combinations of Equations 16-18. The problem then reduces to that of solving 
Equation 8 together with 

and 

(CZ')' + SraFZ' = 0 (19) 

(CHJ + PrFH' + NFZ' = 0, (20) 

where Z = (3T H a -? 0 a +l) / (3-H) and tf = f H i + 7 0 j - 1 +(hr-I l)/q, with s = 
^oJSH2f)(%u-jY0iJv0 and q = (Pr7H2._ J/[SH i /(s + l)](vp+ l)fc"a0. Here, YHa = 
YHJYU2-<X>

 a n c l *o2
 = YoJYo*m a r e normalized reactant mass fractions, and SHif is 

the value of SHi evaluated at the flame. The diffusivity-weighted mass fraction 
^H3

 = ÍOH 2( 5H 2 / /SHJ^YH 1
 i s introduced here to account for changes in the value of 

SH2 across the mixing layer. The description of the oxygen diffusion is significantly 
simpler, in that the variations of mean molecular weight W on the oxidizer side are 
small and, consequently, the value of S0i remains approximately constant. At the flame, 
the generalized mixture-fraction variable Z takes on the stoichiometric value 
Zs = l/(s'+ 1). The effective Schmidt number Sm and the coefficient N are given by 
Sm = SHaandN = {SBi -Pr){§ + l)/s for Z > ZsandSm = 50iandiV = {Pr-S0J(s+ 1) 
for Z < Zs. Equations 19 and 20 must be integrated subject to the boundary conditions 
Z(4-co) = 0,Z(-oo) = l,H( + (X)) = 0andH(~-oo) = (/i'i:co//I^-l)/g.Also5becauseof 
the translational in variance of the problem, we can locate the flame at rj — 0 and replace 



the boundary condition F(0) = 0 by Z(0) = Zs. The distance between the flame and the 
stagnation plane is then determined from the solution of the problem as the value of n at 
which F = 0. 

Numerical integrations were performed for p = 1/F, Pr = 0.70, with C = 1 and 
SQi = 0.74 for Z < Zs and with C and SHj evaluated as those corresponding to a binary 
mixture of H2 and N2 for Z < Z,, with S* ^ = 0.19. The above relationship between the 
density and the thermal enthalpy corresponds to the choice T" = 0 in the definition of 
hr and is strictly valid if the molar specific heats c ¡ W{ of the different chemical species 
are equal and constant, a condition that is approximately satisfied in gas mixtures at 
moderate temperatures when all of the species present in the mixture have the same 
number of atoms. Although those conditions are only partially satisfied in the flow 
under study, the consequent inaccuracy is not too large, and the significant simplifica
tion that this assumption introduces motivates its inclusion in the model. 

Results of Integrations and Comparisons with Results of Full Numerical Integrations 

A shooting scheme, with integration initialized at the flame, was employed in the 
calculations. Details of the application of the same integration method to the solution 
of a similar counterflow are given by Kim and Williams (1990). Results provide reactant 
concentration profiles and the value of (YHi)'- at the flame, necessary for matching, as 
well as density, enthalpy and flow velocity variations across the mixing layer. Results 
obtained from the simple fiowfield model presented above were compared with those 
obtained by integration of the full conservation equations with the detailed transport 
model and a single, infinitely fast reaction adopted for the chemistry. Comparisons are 
presented in Figure 1, where the solution has been translated to locate the stagnation 
plane at the origin. Although the simplified model somewhat overpredicts the value of 
nF for all dilution conditions, the shapes of the different profiles and the slopes at the 
flame, necessary for the analysis of the reaction region, exhibit good agreement. Further 
attention must be given to the variations of hT, p and the different transport properties 
with YHi0 if more accurate results are to be obtained. This further analysis, which will 
not be pursued here, would involve introduction of a third generalized coupling 
function, significantly complicating the calculation. Nevertheless, the model proposed 
herein is sufficiently accurate for the level of approximation sought in the present study. 

Analysis of the reaction region also requires the maximum values of YHi0 and T and 
the slope (T") + at the flame. The first of these can be evaluated from the Burke-
Schumann result Yj£0 = YOiO0(vo + l)/v0 m 0.25, this last value being applicable unless 
the fuel feed is highly diluted, while the temperature and its slope at the flame can be 
obtained from the h1 profile. Although the presence of water vapor was previously 
neglected in the fiowfield and transport descriptions, the specific heat of H 2 0 is 
considerably larger than that of molecular nitrogen, thereby resulting in a nonnegli-
gible contribution to the thermal enthalpy at the flame that must be taken into account 
when evaluating the temperature. The value of the maximum temperature in the 
Burke-Schumann limit is obtained from 
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FIGURE 1 The reactant mass-fraction profiles (for yHa_cc= 1.0) and the variations of the nondimensional 
radial velocity F and of the nondimensional density across the mixing layer (for YHs. x = 0.05), for 
Tx ~T_X1= 300 K and atmospheric pressure, as obtained from the simplified model (dash lines) and from 
integration of the full conservation equations (solid lines). 

with 

^ H , o L -

and 

(*U,= i"lF 

c
PH2odTl 

cP^dT! 

rr, 

o 
CpN¿T 

^JT 

Similarly, the value of (7") + can be estimated in a first approximation from 
'flf 

(T%- Í 0 CpNx"^* Ty 

M; 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
*H»0 C pH a O + ( l ^ H 2 o ) C p N 2 

Figure 2 compares these approximate values of Y^0
 and TBS with those obtained by 

integration of the full conservation equations in the Burke-Schumann limit. As can be 
seen, the approximate value of the maximum water vapor fraction is reasonably 
accurate, except in very dilute flames. The maximum temperature evaluated using 
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FIGURE 2 The maximum values of Ylu0 and T in the Burke-Schumann limit as functions of YHl.^; the 
dash lines represent the approximate values employed in the analysis, while the solid lines correspond to 
integration of the full conservation equations. 

Equation 21 is approximately 200 K below that of the full numerical calculations for all 
dilutions. This is in close agreement with results of a previous analysis (Chung and 
Williams, 1990) that also neglects the differential diffusion terms in the energy equation. 
It may be concluded that errors on the order of 10% may be anticipated from the 
present formulation under most conditions. 

SOLUTION IN THE REACTION REGION 

Equations and Scaling 

The starting species and energy conservation equations in this region are Equations 
9 and 10 without the convective terms, with diffusion velocities given by Equation 15 
and with the density and transport properties evaluated at the flame. The small 
parameter of expansion for describing the reaction-zone structure is <5, eventually 
defined above Equation 31, and the stretched coordinate Í = ' ( W H ^ H J H ! O / 

^ H S O ) " 1 ( - ^ H J , F - ( ' 7 - ^ F ) / ' 5 and dependent variables yt =(WiLiY™Q/WH20r
iY{/5 

are introduced for the description of the thin reaction layer, with L^A/ipCpD^) 
denoting the corresponding Lewis number. The equations that describe the species 
concentrations in this region reduce to 

(25) 

(26) 

and 

y0 = KodyojHi, (27) 



together with 

~^yn^yo1 + ^yi¿2y^yKOHy^y^-2KoSyoJuJ = 0 (28) 

and 

A m ^ o ^ + ^ H ^ J ^ ^ ^ (29) 

where parameters scaling the magnitudes of the radical concentrations are KH = 

Equations 25-27 correspond to partial equilibrium of the shuffle reactions, while 
Equations 28 and 29 are obtained from linear combinations of the atom and mole 
conservation equations that eliminate the water vapor concentration. Here K} denotes 
the equilibrium constant for shuffle reaction;', while appropriate rate-ratio parameters 
for the three-body steps are y6 — k6fLu/{k5fL0J, y1 = klfLOH /(ksfL0i) and 
?s = KfLo^oHl(k5fLo^H)- T h e parameter 

A (W^LHJll0V(PrL0iLH\i p V 1 Vfca/Ca\ 

I wHM ){ 2LHÍ ; U H i c M A ( - n ü 2 A «« ) { } 

is a Damkohler number constructed as the ratio of the strain time to the characteristic 
time for radical recombination. The boundary conditions for the above equations are 
yHa(+cx)) = p0j(—oo) = 0, yH:i(—oo)= — £ and y0j(+oo) = ¿;/2. Although there exists 
a certain degree of coupling between Equations 28, 29 and the energy conservation 
equation, mainly through the temperature dependence of the equilibrium and reaction-
rate constants and the density, this effect can be neglected in a first approximation in 
this reaction zone, where temperature changes are small. Hence, we determine the 
temperature profile in the reaction region after solving for the species concentrations. 

In addition to the large Damkohler number, the parameter KH typically is large and 
varies between 3 and 13 for temperatures ranging between the Burke-Schumann 
temperature and the extinction temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the 
variations of the parameters KH> K0 and KOH with temperature are exhibited. It can be 
seen that KQ~ 1, while KOH varies between 0.8 and 0.1 over that same temperature 
range. Depending on the relative magnitudes of A and KH, two different scalings arise. 
If KH « A1/3, then Equation 29 suggests that the appropriate choice for 5 is (AKH)~1/4, 
KOH must be retained in Equation 28, and only y6, the 2H-~»H2 recombination, 
can be neglected in Equation 29 in the first approximation. However, this scaling is 
limited to very small values of the strain rate. As the strain rate increases, KH also 
increases, and it becomes appropriate to consider the distinguished limit in which 
( ¡9E=£ H A~ 1 / 3 is of order unity. Introducing this quantity, choosing ¿5 = A"1 / 3 and 
taking into account the fact that Kon« 1 we can rewrite the twice-integrated Equation 
28 and Equation 29 as 

2y H 2 -4v 0 a + ^ 2 v ^ 2 = - 2 £ (31) 
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FIGURE 3 The variations of the constants K„, K0 and Km with temperature. 

and 

(-J'H, + 3^oJ = mtyU: + ye? yojL> (32) 

to leading order, then study the evolution of the reaction-layer structure as <p increases. 
Here 

(p = KH{ W^JHA (t^oJ-H P 1 

Wi H30 2LH2 WHCu{-Y'nXf ac 

(33) 

is a rescaled measure of the H-atom concentration, appropriate in this subregime that 
will be seen to extend over a wide range of experimentally accessible conditions. The 
most relevant Damkohler number for this subregime is <p~3 because, except for y6, 
discussed below, the system has now been reduced to a one-parameter problem in the 
single parameter (p, although since 5 = A" /13, for the original scalings defining non-
dimensional variables the relevant Damkohler number remains A. The only remaining 
significant recombination steps, at leading order, are 5 and 6, the latter relevant only 
rather far on the fuel side, as discussed below. 

Numerical Solution and Results 

Because of the considerably larger third-body effectiveness of H 20, when evaluating 
the Damkohler number A and the parameter y6 = 0.07, the latter being a quantity only 
weakly dependent on temperature, the different Chaperon efficiencies of the chemical 
species present at the flame must be considered if accurate results are to be obtained. 



Equations 31 and 32, with the boundary conditions previously stated, were solved 
numerically for different values of <p by means of a shooting scheme, as described in an 
appendix. 

The results, presented in Figure 4, show fairly rapid radical removal on the air side 
through recombination step 5. However, the results indicate that on the fuel side of the 
reaction layer, where 0 2 is present only in small concentrations and radical recombina
tion occurs primarily through reaction 6, the small value of y6 results in a slowly 
decaying H-atom profile, with asymptotic behavior given for large negative f by 
yH~3/(y6¿;2), as may be derived from Equations 31 and 32 with yHi = —Q and step 
5 neglected. This clearly indicates that radicals diffuse far into the fuel stream, an effect 
also observed in previous numerical studies (Dixon-Lewis and Missaghi, 1988; 
Tangirala et at, 1991). For many purposes, the fuel-side recombination through step 
6 can be neglected entirely without making errors that are exceedingly large (Chung 
and Williams, 1990; Balakrishnan et al., 1992). 

The Limit of Small Rescaled Damkóhler Number 

Simplifications to Equations 31 and 32 can be derived for small and large values of q>. 
For small cp, that is, a large rescaled Damkóhler number, recombination takes place in 

FIGURE 4 The profiles of yHj, j 0 a and yH = <py^2 y%? for different values of the parameter <p; the inset 
shows the variations of the functions <6Hi and 0>Oa across the radical-production layer. 



a wide region of characteristic thickness cp~1/4 in the coordinate £. The solution, which 
corresponds to the limit KH « A1/3 previously identified before Equation 31, requires 
introduction of new compressed variables (pil4y¡ and <p1/4£. In this limit, previously 
considered by Lee and Chung (1994), the concentration of H in Equation 31 and the 
recombination through step 6 in Equation 32 can be neglected at leading order. As 
previously mentioned, more accurate results in this case can be obtained if the 
concentration of OH and the three-body recombination reactions 7 and 8 are retained, 
as may be deduced from Equations 28 and 29 in the limit KH « A1/3. 

In the limit <p -* co, for strain rates small enough that A » 1 but large enough to make 
(p» 1, the reaction zone, still a thin layer of characteristic thickness A~1/3, can be 
further divided into left and right recombination layers, where yQi = Q and yHj = 0, 
respectively, and a thin production layer, of characteristic thickness A" ll3(p~ 1/2

S where 
H atoms are generated by a mechanism sustained by the shuffle reactions. In the 
production layer, located at £ = <*c, the concentration of H reaches its maximum value 
yHc, to be determined. Equation 31 can be evaluated in the radical-production layer to 
show that 

J>H,= - 2 i e . (34) 

In the left recombination layer, Equations 31 and 32 reduce to yH l= — £ — yH/2 and 
j>'H =2y6y^, with boundary conditions yH(— oo) = 0 and yH(0=yUe, the dot denoting 
differentiation with respect to & a first quadrature yields 

4 
(yu)i-=^y6yL (35) 

and a second integration gives the radical profile in this layer as yH = ly^c
1'2 — 

(yo/3)1/2(£ — £c)]~2- In the right recombination layer the equations reduce to v0j = 
& + yJ4 and 

*H = 3 ^ + U + 2y6)yB VH, (36) 

with boundary conditions vH(+ co) = 0 and yH(£c) =j>Hc. If y6 is neglected, then the 
error in this last equation is less than 20%, while yn = yUc - constant in the left 
recombination layer. 

In the radical-production layer, a coordinate ( = cpm{^- £c) and variables 
$Ha = (p112 yHi and ®0l — <pll2y0l

 a r e employed, and Equations 31 and 32 become, 
respectively, 

*g*£ = y«c (37) 
and 

d2 

dC 
a(-®H. + 3*o,) = 0, (38) 

with boundary conditions $Ha(—oo)-= - [ 1 +(yuh/22^%í(-
co) = 0'%Á + co) = 

0 and 0 0 i ( + oo) = [1 + (yH)rJZ] CA A first integration of Equation 38 between ± co 



provides the jump condition 

The reactant concentration profiles across the production layer are finally obtained by 
solving the implicit algebraic equation 

< 2 { 3 < D 0 l - D + Í M . /2]i}3 '2 = .Vi*« (40) 

a quartic for $ 0 2 , which is obtained by substitution of the equation 

<V=3* 0 l - [ l+( j>„) c , /2 ]C, (41) 

determined from a second quadrature of Equation 38, into Equation 37. Integrating 
now Equation 36 with boundary conditions yH(%c) = yHc, Vntw) = (.V'H)SV

 ant* 
yH(+oo) = 0 along with Equations 34, 35 and 39, determines yMt. ̂  0.8264 as an 
eigenvalue. The resulting H-atom and reactant concentrations for the limit of small 
released Damkohler number {(p = oo) are shown as solid curves in Figure 4. Also, the 
functions i>Hj and 00:i and their corresponding asymptotes as £-> + cc, namely 
— [1 + (j)H)?(-/2]C and [1 + (yH)it72]C/2, are exhibited in an inset. 

Temperature Variations 

To obtain the temperature profile in the reaction layer we introduce a nondimensional 
temperature deficit © defined as 0 = A1/3(TBS — T)/Tns. A convenient governing 
equation to determine 0 in terms of v¡ can be obtained by combining linearly the 
species and energy conservation equations written in reaction-region variables and 
with the density, transport properties and specific heat at constant pressure evaluated 
at the flame to give in a first approximation 

^ ( e - I ( ^ + ^i r)^) = 0, (42) 

where Qt^iW^Y^JW^WJ^) and qj = {W&hl)1" -(hlf*] Y™JWluo}/ 
(cp T

BS). Since ftj2 ~ h^ and Y0 and Y0H are negligibly small in the reaction region, only 
species H20, H2 and H must be considered in determining 0 . If the H-atoms 
conservation equation 2yH30 + 2yHi + yH - 0 is utilized to eliminate vHa0) integration 
of Equation 42 gives 

0 = © ^ - <«£i0 + qlz - qli0)yHi - ( j ^ a 0 - q°H + ^ _ qr)y^ {43) 

where 0 r o = í(WHiLHí Y™Q/WHi0)/(YHJn. ] [ (T\ . /TB S] i s obtained from the solution 
in the outer equilibrium regions. Furthermore, evaluation of qj reveals that 
9H,O - 4Í, - 2g„, so that the temperature profile finally reduces to 

© = ® x Í - 9H2o >>«, ~ (iQko ~ <}°H)yu- (44) 

Substitution of the solutions for vHi and yH into the above equation enables the 
temperature variations across the reaction layer to be computed easily. The results 
obtained indicate that the minimum of © is practically independent of the value of (p. 
This is illustrated in Figure 5, where the temperature deficit 0 across the mixing layer is 
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FIGURE 5 The temperature deficit across the reaction layer for different values of cp and Y1U = 0.05, as 
given by Equation 44; the inset shows the variation of the minimum temperature deficit ©min with YHl-x. 

plotted for YHx_K = 0.05 and different values of the parameter cp. Therefore, an 
excellent estimate of the maximum temperature Tmail is obtained from 

m a * _ A - 1/3 C) (45) 

with @ 
0 , 

min given as a function of YHi 

: 0.4 for 7, H3 
x = l.Oand0Min^O.7for7H 

in the inset in Figure 5. As can be seen, 
J = 0.05. It may be noted from this 

result that, especially in so far as the temperature deficit is concerned, the original 
Damkohler number A is a more relevant parameter than the modified Damkohler 
number <p~3. 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN ASYMPTOTIC AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

As previously mentioned, combining the results corresponding to the reaction-region 
analysis with those of a Burke-Schumann calculation provides a simple description of 
the flame and enables finite-rate effects, such as the rounding of the temperature profile 
and its associated decrease in maximum temperature, to be accounted for in hydrogen-
air diffusion flames. For the counterflow configuration, results of Burke-Schumann 
computations were-obtained here with both simplified and detailed equations. Since 
the results of our analysis are to be compared with numerical results with detailed 
chemistry and transport, it would be adequate to use the detailed calculation of the 



outer equilibrium regions as the zeroth-order solution. Although we choose to utilize 
the Burke-Schumann results obtained with our simplified formulation to show that 
sufficient accuracy emerges, we shall see below that, due to the disagreement in the 
value of TBS previously pointed out, use of the detailed Burke-Schumann results is 
necessary if an accurate prediction of the maximum temperature is to be obtained. 

Results of the numerical integrations are compared with those of the asymptotic 
analysis in Figures 6 and 7, where the maximum H-atom mass fraction and the 
maximum temperature are plotted as functions of the air-side strain rate for two 
different dilution conditions. The asymptotic analysis predicts that the maximum 
H-atom concentration scales linearly with the one-third power of the strain rate, 
a scaling law clearly exhibited also by the results of the numerical integrations until 
conditions approach extinction. The value of Yttmax corresponding to the asymptotic 
analysis, obtained from 

^Hmax^^H^H^Hio /^HjOjA >'Hmax' (46) 
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F I G U R E 6 The maximum H-atom fraction as a function of the strain rate a x ( s - 1 ) for YHl_,, = l.O(above) 
and for yHa„ a = 0.05 (below) as obtained from the numerical integration of the full conservation equations 
with 21-step chemistry (solid lines) and from Equation 46 with A = AB5 and y H m a i = yH{ (broken lines), with 
A and y„„n evaluated at Tmn obtained from Equation 47 (solid dots) and with A and vUmax evaluated at 
~mai obtained from Equation 48 (crosses); with p = 1 atm and T x = T_ x = 300 K. 

\ 



FIGURE 7 The maximum temperature as a function of the strain rate ax (s ') for YH^X = 1.0 (above) 
and for rHa_x = 0.05 (below) as obtained from the numerical integration of the full conservation equations 
with 21-step chemistry (solid lines), from Equation 45 with A = ABS (broken lines), from Equation 47 (solid 
dots) and from Equation 48 with 7*es evaluated with detailed transport (crosses); p = 1 atm and 
T = T =300 K. 

which follows from the definition of y¡ preceeding Equation 25 and the definition of 
5 preceeding Equation 31, was evaluated in three different ways. First it was assumed 
for simplicity that the maximum value of j ^ H and the time of radical recombination 
(fc5,C&)~L in Equation 30 are constants independent of a». The former is taken as yHc, 
found after Equation 41 for the limit of large cp, while (/c5/C^)_1aT3-42 is evaluated at 
the Burke-Schumann temperature, in strict adherence to leading-order expansions. 
These simplifications clearly cause an overprediction on the slopes of the curves in 
Figure 6 at low strain rates, for which 3>H « yHc, and also at high strain rates, for which 
T « TBS. Similarly, when the maximum temperature obtained from Equation 45 is 
calculated with the time of radical recombination estimated at TBS, relatively large 
departures from the results of the numerical integrations arise as shown in Figure 7. 

Much improvement is obtained when the variations of temperature are taken into 
account in computing A. The maximum temperature is then determined by solving 
iteratively the implicit equation 

nBS 
= = l - A ^ 1 / 3 0 BS 

\ 3.42/3 
(47) 



where ABS is the Damkohler number evaluated at TBS. Equation 47 is obtained from 
Equations 30 and 45 by introducing the k5f variation indicated above. The curves in 
Figure 7 obtained in this way, although somewhat below those of the numerical 
integrations, tend to parallel them, indicating that the asymptotic analysis describes 
well the variations of temperature with strain time, variations not predicted correctly 
by less systematic treatments of the chemistry. The offset between the two curves can be 
attributed to the differences in Burke-Schumann temperatures shown in Figure 2; 
a more accurate analysis of the equilibrium regions, achieved at the expense of greater 
numerical effort, results in a smaller shift as shown below. Results obtained from 
Equation 46 with this modified evaluation of A and a variable yHmax, computed from 
the corresponding value of q>, show extremely good agreement with numerical results, 
as can be seen from Figure 6. 

Further improvement of the temperature predictions can be obtained by introducing 

T BS 1+A^ 1 / 3© X . 3.42,'3" 

BS T 'BS 
(48) 

a modified version of Equation 47. While Equations 47 and 48 are equally valid for 
large values of the Damkohler number, Equation 48 gives a less pronounced decay of 
Tmnv as the strain rate increases, more in accordance with numerical results. The values 

TABLE I 

Rate parameters for the hydrogen-oxygen system adopted in the present study; the specific reaction-rate 
constants k¡ vary with temperature T according to k¡ = A¡T" exp( - EJR' T) 

No. Reactions Source 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5" 
6C 

7" 
8 
9* 

10* 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
n* 
18 
19 
20 
21 

H + 0 2 ^ O H + 0 
H 2 + 0:R±OH + H 
H2 + O H ^ H 2 0 + H 
OH + O H ^ H 2 0 + 0 
H + 0 2 + M ^ H 0 2 + M 
H + H + M ^ H a + M 
H + OH + NtesHaO + M 
O + OH + M ^ H O j + M 
H + O + M ^ O H + M 
0 + 0 + M ^ 0 2 + M 
H + H 0 2 ^ H 2 + 0 2 

H + HO2^±0H + 0H 
H- t -H0 2 ^0 + H20 
O + H O ^ O H + Oj 
OH + H0 ,^H 2 0- l -O 2 

H02 + H Ó 2 ^ H 2 0 2 + 0 2 

H202 + M ^ O H + OH + M 
H202 + O H ^ H 2 0 + H0 2 

H202 + H ^ H 2 0 + OH 
H202 + H ^ H 0 2 + H2 

H2 + 0 2 ^ O H + OH 

3.52 x 10lú 

5.06 x 104 

1.17 x 109 

/c = 5.46x 1011 

6.76 x 1019 

1.80 x 10'8 

2.20 x 1022 

1.00 x 1016 

6,20 x 1016 

6.17 xlO1 5 

4.28 x 1013 

1.70 x 101* 
3.10 x 1013 

2.00 x 1013 

2,89 x 1013 

3.02 x 1012 

1.20 x 1017 

7,08 x 1012 

1,00 x 1013 

4.79 x 1 0 u 

1.70 x 1013 

- 0 . 7 
2.67 
1.3 

exp (0.00149 T) 
- Í . 4 2 
- 1 . 0 
- 2 . 0 

0.0 
- 0 . 6 
- 0 , 5 

0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

17070 
6290 
3626 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1411 
874 

1720 
0 

- 4 9 7 
1390 

45500 
1430 
3590 
7950 

47780 

Manslenef «1.(1990) 
Yettcrer £i/.(1991> 
Baulch t'i «/. (1992) 
Yetter « « / . ( l 991) 
Yetter era/. (1991) 
Smooke(1991) 
Baulch era/. (1992) 
Smooke{1991} 
Yetter etc//. (1991) 
Yetter « « / . ( ! 991) 
Baulch t>rt//. (1992) 
Baulch era/. (1992) 
Baulch el a!. (1992) 
Baulch el of. (1992) 
Baulch etal, (1992) 
Yetter eta/. (1991) 
Yetter etal (1991) 
Yetter etai. (1991) 
Smaoke(1991) 
Sraooke(l991) 
Smooke(l991) 

K, cal/mol; rates for reverse steps obtained from JANAF thermochemical "Units: mol/cm3, s 
equilibrium data. 

''Chaperon Efficiencies; H2: 2.5, H2Or 12.0, 0 2 : 1.0 and N2: .1.0 
'Chaperon Efficiencies: H2: 1, H 2 0 : 6.5,02: 0.4and N2: 0.4 
dChaperon Efficiencies: H2: 2.5, H 2 0:15 .0 ,0 2 : 1.0 and N2: 1.0 



of Tmax obtained from Equation 48 with the value of Tm computed with detailed 
transport (the solid line in Fig. 2) are plotted in Figure 7. Clearly, Equation 48 is able to 
reproduce accurately the numerical results over the range of strain conditions studied, 
indicating that the above modified equation is adequate to extend the asymptotic 
results to values of A only moderately large. The small deviation observed at lowest 
values of ax is connected with equilibrium broadening effects, not considered in our 
analysis. Since the 21-step mechanism shown in Table 1 includes the most important 
dissociation steps, equilibrium broadening appears in the numerical results for values 
of a~ l comparable with the dissociation time, so that the maximum temperature 
approaches a value somewhat lower than TBS as the strain rate decreases towards zero. 
The value of Y,w evaluated from Equation 46 with the new value of Tmax is also shown 
in Figure 6. As can be seen, the values of the maximum H mass fraction that are 
obtained are quite close to those previously determined with a less accurate value of 
Tmajt) suggesting that the computation of YHmm is not very sensitive to small temperature 
variations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this analysis has been to study the structure of hydrogen-air diffusion 
flames in the counterflow configuration for strain conditions that place the system far 
from extinction, but not so far that dissociation steps contribute. We have seen that 
Damkóhler-number asymptotics provides an adequate description of the flame in this 
regime, in which the mixing layer can be divided into two radical-free equilibrium 
regions separated by a thin reaction layer. It was seen that in the outer regions the 
solution corresponds to the Burke-Schumann limit and can be determined by introduc
tion of generalized coupling functions. Results obtained in this limit, with a simplified 
description adopted for the flow field, were shown to compare well with those of 
numerical integrations of the conservation equations with a detailed transport descrip
tion. 

It was seen that in the reaction region the H atom plays an important role because of 
its large relative concentration, which is dictated by the large value of the parameter 
XH. The analysis reveals that the maximum H-atom concentration and the decrease in 
the maximum temperature scale with the one-third power of the strain rate, a fact that 
was found numerically in previous studies (Lee and Chung, 1994) but has remained 
unexplained. The present work explains this scaling by identifying the key chemistry 
that is occuring. Introduction of the parameter cp allows us to describe the evolution of 
the reaction later as the strain rate increases. It was seen that an inner asymptotic 
structure, consisting of two radical recombination layers and a thin radical production 
layer, appears for sufficiently large strain rates. A similar asymptotic structure was 
encountered earlier Lee and Chung (1994), but the kinetic mechanism that was 
employed and the associated asymptotic scalings that were found differ from those 
identified here, where the overall five-layer structure emerges as a natural extension of 
the three-layer structure in the limit (p -*• co. 

Comparisons of the results of the asymptotic analysis with those of numerical 
integrations of the full conservation equations with detailed chemistry showed good 



agreement over a wide range of strain conditions for both undiluted and diluted fuel 
feed streams. In particular, it was seen that the numerical results follow closely the 
one-third power scaling law predicted by the asymptotic analysis. Further improve
ment of the predictions of the asymptotic analysis was obtained by accounting 
iteratively for chemical-time variations with temperature. 

The results of the present analysis are readily applicable to more complex Hows, such 
as turbulent diffusion flames in reaction-sheet regimes. In particular, since the structure 
of the reaction layer is independent of the external geometrical configuration, Equa
tions 46 and 48 can be utilized to account for finite-rate effects once the outer 
convective-diffusive regions have been solved in the Burke-Schumann limit and the 
peak temperature and the fuel and temperature gradients at the flame have been 
determined. 

Although the study presented here provides an adequate description of the evolution 
of the flame structure as the strain decreases, more work is necessary to describe the 
transition of the flame into the extinction regime. Previous analyses (Baiakrishancf al., 
1992) show that such a description requires relaxation of the partial-equilibrium 
assumptions for one or more of the shuffle reaction 1-4 and consideration of the 
influence of temperature on the radical production mechanism. The results presented 
here also indicate that the reaction region ceases being a thin layer before extinction 
occurs. It can be concluded that an asymptotic analysis based on a thin reactive-
diffusive layer separating two convective-diffusive regions is no longer appropriate 
near extinction, so that consideration of convection, diffusion and chemical reactions 
occuring simultaneously everywhere in the mixing layer is necessary if accurate 
predictions are to be obtained. 

APPENDIX-. NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO EQS. 31 AND 32 

Although numerical integration of the second-order differential Equation 32, supple
mented by the nonlinear algebraic Equation 31, is a relatively easy task, finding an 
efficient shooting scheme requires some preliminary analysis. Equation 31 is quadratic 
in y¡¡* and can be solved to give 

^-l^tj^ff^p. ' (AD 
The positive branch of this expression applies as £-+ oo, where yHi -• 0 and y%* -+ */£J2, 
while one must choose the negative branch to describe the behavior of the solution as 
£ -+ - oo, where y0 i must decay to zero. Transition between both branches takes place 
at a point where the radicand vanishes, so that £ and yH satisfy 

~ o4 (A2) 

with the subscript t denoting values at the transition point The above equation is cubic 
in yHj( and can be seen to posses a single real root for any given £,. The existence of 
a transition point embedded in the integration domain clearly suggests that for 



efficiency of integration one must choose £„ to be determined as part of the solution, as 
the initial point for the numerical shooting. Also, since variations of yQi with £ and 
yHi are given explicitly by Equation Al, it is convenient to adopt y^ as an integration 
variable, its governing equation being 

ÍH.+ 3 (¡jfl»± 
di' 

K^w(H+^y ,3/2 
m: + 

, 2 / ^ . , 3 / 2 
7 6 ^ ( | ^ ± (A3) 

obtained by substitution of Equation Al into Equation 32. Other choices of integra
tion variables that might seem more natural, such as the combination — yHi -l- 3y0i, 
would involve solution of an implicit algebraic equation to determine the value of 
yHi and y0i, which are necessary for evaluation of the right-hand side of Equation 32 at 
every location across the integration domain, and obtaining such solutions would 
lengthen the computation time appreciably. 

At the transition point the value of j)Hi must satisfy 

7H2( + 1 (A4) 

necessary to guarantee the condition j>0at < oo. Here, as in the main text, the dot 
indicates, differentiation with respect to £. For a given value of £tt Equations A2 and A4 
uniquely determine the values of yH%t and yHiV while the values of y0il and yH:ii remain 
undetermined, that is, if Equation A3 is solved for yHx, the numerator and denominator 
of the resultant expression vanish at £ = £t. Because of this singular character of the 
solution at the transition point, integration towards + oo must be initiated a small 
distance + & away from £,. At £* = ¿;( ± e the values of yHi and j>Hi are given in the first 
approximation by 

yñlt = ymt± Jwe + fes2/2 

and 

(A5) 

(A6) 

respectively. Numerical integrations of Equation A3 can be performed from £ = £t 

towards ± oo using the above initial values of yiii and j>H2 to determine, in an iterative 
fashion, the values of £, and yHat for which the boundary conditions y H , ( - co) = - ¿; 
and yHi(oo) = 0 are simultaneously satisfied. 
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